
CORRESPONDXNCE.  
To tha Zditpra of' l% 068cwrattn-y.' 

Tire G e n d  shift ~ Fraudqfofer Line8 tourards the Red. 
G)lefflrwo~es,- 

PBOF. JULIUS bas given as inkresting accouz1t of hie tmomalom 
dispersion theory of the solar line shifts in the Ohmatory for 
June ( ge 252). 
As 9" have not access to recent literature on the subject at the 

present time, I am unabIe to deal adequately with certain qnetions 
raised, but I may perhape refer to one of two points which lead 
me to question.aeriously whether anomalow dispersion is M y  
concerned at all in producing line ahifte :-- 

(I) aferring to the general shift of the sdar lines to the . ~ i t  
both at the centre of the Sun's disk and at the limb, Prof. Jnlius 
atntee that the magnitude of the ahifts depends on the intensity 
of the lines, and he gives 8 table &onring how. this- i s  -borne-OX 
by Adams's measures of the lines at the limb. !This dependence 
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on intensity is, to q q @  I _ ibis wordq, bc exactIy ayhat our inter- 
pretation requires." 
Now in the case of the kqa lines tbii relati09 of shift to 

intensity holds only for the Gaes at the centre oP the disk, :the 
limb shifts nufortunately are not. related to intensity. The 
shifts of the lines of other elements have not so far been .doter- 
mined, and Adams's measures refer to the displacelnents betwwn 
lines at the limb and linea at  the centre of the disk; these, 
therefore, give relative values only. When absolute limb shifts 
are measured, as when the  Iimb spectrum is compared wit11 the 
iron arc, s remarkable uniformity is t9pd ; msny lines of widely 
diffe'rinp; iutensity give the same shiftg> and the mean shifts 
&o show 110 relation to in te~ i t~y .  Tlie reqGrelnents of the 
anornaIous dispersion theory nre, therefcaq not fulfilled as re- 
@a intensity. 

(2) The inc- of shift with wave-length which Prof. Julius 
states may be explained from the point of view of .:fhe dispersion 
.t;heory is dso only an apparent increase observed when com- 
paring relative shifts between Iimb aed centre. In Koclairkalzcrl 
OLmvatoy BuZZdn, No. 38,' Dr.. Royds and I have shown that 
the-mean absblnte limb-shifts of the iron lines are pratticnlly 
tonstant over s very wide nmge of spectrum. 

(3) The exact and beautiful correspondence between the bright 
-1inee of the chromospha& and the Fraunhofer lines, which m y  
be observed'-during s large solar eclipse, is convinciug to those 
who hive seen it thst the dazk lines are true reversals of the 
emission lines, unaffected in any appreciable degree by anomalous 
disprsione. And the accurate measures by Hale without an 
d p a e  confirin the impression of identity of wave-length betvwn 
the bright lines and their dark equivalents. 

The contention of Prof. Julius-that the darkness of the linea is 
in the main due to anolilnlons dispersion is thus di&cuIt or 
impossible to nccept, yet this hypochesia appears essential to 
his theory. 

(4) a s  regarb the shiEts of the' Iines in eccentrically ptilced 
IIW-s ots the word bsiiistortion," nsed by Prof. .Juliu~, aptly 
deed  %, s what we should expect to find if anomJ6us digpersioa 
were the effective cause. What we actdiy do find is not dis- 
tortion, bnt displacement ; the edges of n spectrum line are not in 
any aap altered in appearance i ~ t  a mu-spot com~ared with the 
region outaide, but there ie a bodily shift. Iu fact, we annot  in 
any wiy digtinguish a line shift B a sun-spot from a shift due to 
tbe rotation of the Sun ; and the latter must = t i d y  be due 
tie motion in the line of sight. 

'Ilbe--same also applies to the limb shifts. We cannot detect 
any asymmetry in t h e  lines at the limb, and the general shi'ft 
b m d 8  the red is indistinguishable from the robtiou shift. 

The motion theory of the shifts, did I have advocated, lmde 



ineritnblg to an earth effect in the case of the limb shifts, a 
repulsion of the solar gases by the Emfib. This no doubt is 
"an extremely unsatisfactory iden,," yet no other theory of the 
line shifts has as pet been proposed which is in better agreement 
with the facts of observation. I am, Gentlemen, 

Yours fnithfully, 
X ~ & C ,  191& July 17. J. EV~lftmu). 
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